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Effect—and removal—of an ultrashort pulse’s
spatial profile on the single-shot measurement of its

temporal profile
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Because single-shot ultrashort-pulse-measurement methods usually map delay onto the transverse spatial co-
ordinate, a nonuniform pulse spatial profile could badly distort the measurement versus delay. Furthermore,
beam-induced distortions could occur in techniques, such as GRENOUILLE, in which the pulse frequency is
mapped to the angular coordinate in the orthogonal direction. We study these effects in the frequency-resolved-
optical-gating (FROG) and GRENOUILLE techniques and show that they are considerably reduced by fortu-
itous aspects of, in particular, the GRENOUILLE beam geometry in practice. Also, we show that it is possible
to remove both of these distortion effects by simply dividing the trace by a simple function of the beam input
spatial profile. We demonstrate these (small) effects and their removal in GRENOUILLE measurements.
© 2008 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 320.0320, 320.7100.
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. SINGLE-SHOT VERSUS MULTISHOT
ULSE MEASUREMENT
ariations in the spatial profile of an ultrashort pulse are
enerally neglected when measuring its temporal profile.
his is not usually a problem in multishot measurements
f ultrashort pulses, in which the delay is typically
canned by moving a mirror, and, as long as spatiotempo-
al distortions are absent (that is, the pulses’ spatial and
emporal field dependences separate), the spatial depen-
ence of the field factors out of the expression for the
ulse autocorrelation and frequency-resolved-optical-
ating (FROG) [1] trace. As a result, multishot autocorre-
ation and FROG measurements are essentially immune
o poor spatial mode quality. However, multishot methods
equire scanning the delay, which can be slow and labori-
us. Multishot methods also suffer from geometrical dis-
ortions due to a varying delay across or along the nonlin-
ar medium, distortions to which single-shot pulse-
easurement techniques are essentially immune. And
ultishot techniques currently cannot measure spa-

iotemporal distortions.
In singleshot autocorrelation and FROG measure-
ents, on the other hand, the delay is mapped onto the

ransverse position by crossing replicas of the pulse at a
elatively large angle (see Fig. 1). These methods are ex-
erimentally considerably simpler than their multishot
ousins, they are very easy to align, and they are typically
mmune to geometrical-smearing effects. Also, they can
ndicate spatiotemporal distortions: single-shot FROG
nd GRENOUILLE [2,3] (a simplified version of single-
hot FROG) also measure the spatial chirp and pulse-
ront tilt [4,5]. However, because, in these methods, the
patial coordinate is also used to obtain temporal (delay)
0740-3224/08/060A93-8/$15.00 © 2
nformation, it is generally considered necessary to as-
ume nearly constant beam intensity versus the relevant
ransverse coordinate (say, x). It is well known that this
ssumption is necessary, and, as a result, even users with
oderate-sized fairly smooth Gaussian beam profiles

end to avoid these methods, opting instead for interfero-
etric methods (which, ironically, have considerably more

tringent spatial-profile requirements!). In any case, in
ingle-shot FROG and GRENOUILLE measurements, es-
ecially of relatively long pulses (which result in rela-
ively broad traces), a complex pulse spatial profile in the
elay direction could, in principle, distort the trace and
he resulting retrieved pulse temporal profile. Indeed,
ven an ideal Gaussian beam, if too small, can result in a
easured trace and pulse that are too short in time [1].
hus, it is important to consider the beam’s spatial profile
t the nonlinear crystal in the delay �x� direction.
GRENOUILLE is also sensitive to the input-beam spa-

ial properties in another manner. In addition to mapping
elay onto the x coordinate, GRENOUILLE also utilizes
he fact that a second-harmonic-generation (SHG) crys-
al’s phase-matching angle varies with wavelength and
hat a broadband input beam focused tightly into a thick
onlinear crystal will yield an angularly dispersed
econd-harmonic output beam [1–3,6]. This is the re-
uired spectrometer in GRENOUILLE. Thus the signal-
ulse frequency is mapped to the y transverse coordinate.
RENOUILLE thus spectrally resolves the autocorrela-

ion SHG signal by measuring the variations in the
onlinear-optical signal intensity versus angle in the y di-
ection. But variations in the input beam’s intensity ver-
us angle at the crystal can also yield such signal varia-
ions, which would distort the GRENOUILLE-measured
008 Optical Society of America
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race spectrum. Thus, the input-beam intensity depen-
ence on angle at the SHG crystal in the y direction at the
onlinear crystal is also important to take into account.
The purpose of this paper is to model and study the ef-

ects of the beam spatial properties on single-shot FROG
nd, in particular, GRENOUILLE. We compute the ef-
ects of the spatial profile on the measured GRE-
OUILLE trace. We show that, in the absence of spa-

iotemporal distortions, the effect of the spatial profile on
he measured GRENOUILLE trace is simply a spatial in-
ensity mask. The mask can be calculated simply from the
easured spatial intensity profile of the input beam (for

tandard single-shot FROG using a thin crystal, it is the
patial profile). Such distortions can be removed by sim-
ly dividing the measured FROG or GRENOUILLE trace
y this mask.
We find that, due to fortuitous geometrical characteris-

ics of the GRENOUILLE technique, it is considerably
ess affected by these spatial factors than other methods
re. One such characteristic is the fact that, in GRE-
OUILLE, the beam splitter is a prism, which crosses the

eft half of the beam with the right half. This yields a spa-
ial mask that is usually the product of an increasing
unction and a decreasing one, which is then considerably
ess variable. Also, GRENOUILLE uses a thick crystal,
o, as the beams cross in the crystal, they scan across
ach other transversely, yielding a modified spatial mask
hat involves a convolution over the simpler form of the
ask, smearing out any finely detailed structure. As a re-

ult, such effects are generally small (much smaller than
enerally perceived), and, as a result, we have actually
ound it difficult to observe any such spatial-intensity-
nduced distortions in GRENOUILLE measurements.

Finally, because single-shot FROG and GRENOUILLE
ecessarily incorporate a camera for measuring the pulse
pectrogram, they naturally also usually measure the
patial profile of the beam. As a result, it is relatively con-
enient to take advantage of the spatial information to
mprove the temporal measurement when necessary.

. GRENOUILLE
n GRENOUILLE, an input beam propagating in the z di-
ection is manipulated differently in the two transverse
imensions, x and y. In Fig. 1, in the x dimension, a
resnel biprism splits a broad (typically 1 to 2 cm in di-
meter) beam in two, and the resulting two halves of the
eam are crossed by a Fresnel biprism at the SHG crys-
al. The resulting SH signal is imaged on the detector.

In the y dimension, as shown in Fig. 2, a cylindrical
ens focuses the beam into the SHG crystal, and the re-
ulting SH signal is passed through a Fourier-

Fig. 1. Top view of GRENOUILLE.
ransforming lens that maps the beam output angle to po-
ition at the detector (independent of the input position).

. Spatial-Profile Effect in the y Dimension
e begin with the latter effect. Using simple ray tracing,
e can see that, in the wavelength �y� direction, the first

ylindrical lens converts the spatial profile in that direc-
ion, Ein�y�, into an angular profile, Ein���, with �=y / f,
here f is the focal length of the lens. Because each inci-
ence angle at the SHG crystal corresponds to a particu-
ar phase-matching wavelength, the different frequency
omponents of the SHG signal will be mapped to their re-
pective angles, Eout���. The Fourier-transform lens then
ransforms the angular distribution of the SH signal into
spatial distribution, Eout�y�, at the camera.
From Fig. 3, it is easy to see that, not only is a given

avelength mapped to a particular position at the camera
by phase matching), but, using simple ray tracing, so is a
articular spatial position of the input beam. So, for ex-
mple, if the input beam has a hole in it at a particular
osition, no light will be incident at that particular angle
n the crystal, and so no output SHG signal will occur in
hat direction corresponding to that particular wave-
ength. This is the essence of the spatial-profile effect in
his dimension. We neglect the effect of the off-axis SHG
nd off-axis sum-frequency generation (which were dis-
ussed in detail in a previous publication and shown to
ave little effect [7]).
So we have

Iout�− �� � Iin
2 ���.

Since Iout�−���Iout�y�, we can relate the input profile,
in�y�, to the output profile, Iout�y�:

Iout�y� � Iin
2 �− y�.

Thus, the influence of the input spatial profile of the in-
ut beam on the output trace in the y dimension is a mul-

Fig. 2. Side view of GRENOUILLE.

Fig. 3. Spatial-profile effect in the y direction.
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iplication of the measured trace by a simple intensity
ask, which is the square of the input pulse profile in the
dimension, as shown in Fig. 4.

. Spatial-Profile Effect in the x Dimension
n the delay �x� direction, GRENOUILLE involves cross-
ng the two halves of the beam at the nonlinear crystal to
enerate a second harmonic, which is imaged onto a cam-
ra. As shown in Fig. 5, only a portion of each half of the
eam is typically engaged in signal generation.
As in the y direction, the effect caused by the spatial

rofile of the pulse on the GRENOUILLE trace is simply

ig. 4. Intensity mask introduced by a nonuniform spatial pro-
le in the y direction. Note that the spatial mask is the square of
he input intensity, and so variations are somewhat amplified.

ig. 5. Top, two halves of the beam crossed by the biprism, and
he overlapping zone on the nonlinear crystal. Bottom, the active
patial portion of the pulse, which takes part in the generation of
he second-harmonic signal.
n intensity mask: the product of the intensity of the left
alf of the beam and that of the right half.
It is not difficult to see that, for a short pulse, if the spa-

ial profile is symmetrical, the thick black regions of each
eam in Fig. 6 will be symmetrically placed on the profile.
n this case, the overall mask will be nearly constant, and
he effect of the spatial profile will be relatively small. On
he other hand, it is easy to imagine cases for which the
verall mask could not be neglected. First, when the pulse
s long, then the relevant regions of the spatial profile will
pread over a larger fraction of the spatial profile, and
heir product will no longer approximate a constant. Sec-
nd, if the spatial profile is not symmetrical or the rel-
vant zones are located on asymmetrical places of the
patial profile (in the case of a misaligned beam), the con-
ribution from the left and right sides of the beam could
ary quite differently.

. Combined Spatial-Profile Effect in the x and y
imensions—Simulations
ombining the x and y effects, the overall spatial mask

or the GRENOUILLE trace is

M�x,y� = I�x − L�,− y�I�x + L�,− y�,

here we have assumed a thin crystal, and I�x ,y� is the
patial profile of the input beam, L is the distance from

ig. 6. Top left, intensity of the active zone on the left half of the
eam. Top right, intensity of the active zone on the right half of
he beam. Bottom, overall intensity mask due to the spatial
rofile.

ig. 7. Left, example complex input-beam profile. Right, overall
ntensity mask for it.
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he biprism to the crystal, and 2� is the crossing angle of
he beam.

We now calculate the effect of the 2D spatial mask of a
RENOUILLE trace for various pulses and input spatial
rofiles. We used the parameters of a commercial GRE-
OUILLE (Swamp Optics, Model 8-50) for the simula-

ions, which has a cylindrical lens with a focal length of
50 mm and a Fresnel biprism with a 170° apex angle.
First, consider the complex input-beam profile shown

n Fig. 7. The corresponding intensity mask is also shown
n Fig. 7. We consider a double pulse, whose trace is given
n Fig. 8, which also shows how this trace will be modified
y the above mask due to the structured spatial profile.
igure 9 shows the exact and retrieved pulses in the time
nd frequency domains. Note that, even though the
ROG error for the pulse retrieval from the spatial-
rofile-distorted 128�128 trace was large (1.4%), the re-
rieved intensity and phase actually converged to a wave-
orm closely resembling the correct pulse.

For another example, consider an inappropriately
mall input beam with a Gaussian profile, approximately
.33 mm, and after the ��6� telescope in the GRE-
OUILLE, the beam diameter will still be only 2 mm,
uch smaller than is considered appropriate for an accu-

ate measurement. The corresponding intensity mask is
hown in Fig. 10. With this mask, we tested two pulses.

ig. 8. Top, exact GRENOUILLE trace for a double pulse. Bot-
om left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace due to the nonuniform
patial profile of the input beam (shown in Fig. 7). Bottom right,
etrieved trace for the double pulse from the spatial-profile-
istorted GRENOUILLE trace.

ig. 9. Correct intensity and phase for the double pulse and also
he retrieved intensity and phase for the double pulse with the
patial-profile-induced trace distortions. On the left are the spec-
ral intensity and phase; on the right are the temporal intensity
nd phase. Note that the distortions in the retrieved double pulse
ue to the nonuniform spatial profile are not severe, despite the
ery poor spatial profile used.
he first was a transform-limited Gaussian pulse and the
ther was a chirped pulse. Under this spatial-profile
ask, a GRENOUILLE trace of the transform-limited

ulse is modified as shown in Fig. 11. The retrieved pulse
nd its trace are shown in Figs. 11 and 12. The FROG er-
or for the pulse retrieval from the distorted 128�128
race was approximately 0.93%, which is actually indica-
ive of a fairly good measurement. Because the mask has
educed the already small-area trace to below that al-

ig. 10. Overall intensity mask for a 2 mm Gaussian beam in
he GRENOUILLE example.

ig. 11. Top, exact GRENOUILLE trace for a transform-limited
ulse. Bottom left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace due to the non-
niform spatial profile of the input beam (shown in Fig. 10). Bot-
om right, retrieved trace for the transform-limited pulse from
he spatial-profile-distorted GRENOUILLE trace.

ig. 12. Retrieved intensity and phase of the transform-limited
ulse with the spatial mask and without the spatial mask for
omparison. On the left are the spectral intensity and phase; on
he right are the temporal intensity and phase.
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owed by the uncertainty principle, the FROG algorithm
ecognizes the distorted trace as too small, and it re-
rieves a pulse that has a larger trace area. Of course, the
lgorithm cannot know whether to increase the spectral
idth or pulse length, so the choice yields some error, but

onsiderably less than what might be expected. In gen-
ral, however, one should be careful in this case since the
lgorithm cannot know which direction in which to ex-
and the trace. Correction of the trace using the spatial
ask is advised in this case (see Section 3). When the

ulse is chirped, the modification by the spatial mask is
ore significant, as shown in Fig. 13. The retrieved trace

nd pulse are shown in Figs. 13 and 14. The FROG error
or the distorted 128�128 trace was small (0.09%), even
hough the retrieved intensity and phase did not accu-
ately match that of the pulse we generated. This is be-
ause the trace modified by the spatial mask does not vio-
ate the uncertainty principle as in the previous example
nd so appears legitimate and the corresponding pulse
as retrieved inaccurately by the algorithm, as shown in
ig. 14.
For another example, suppose that we have a very fine-

tructured beam profile, as shown in Fig. 15, which also
hows the corresponding mask. Under this mask, a GRE-
OUILLE trace for the above chirped pulse will be modi-
ed as shown in Fig. 16. Even though the FROG error for
he 128�128 traces was large (1.79%), the retrieved in-
ensity and phase of the pulse almost perfectly matches
hat of the actual pulse, shown in Fig. 17. This is because

ig. 13. Top, exact GRENOUILLE trace for a chirped pulse.
ottom left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace due to the nonuni-

orm spatial profile of the input beam (shown in Fig. 10). Bottom
ight, retrieved trace for the chirped pulse from the spatial-
rofile-distorted GRENOUILLE trace.

ig. 14. Retrieved intensity and phase of the chirped pulse with
he spatial mask and without the spatial mask for comparison.
n the left are the spectral intensity and phase; on the right are

he temporal intensity and phase. Note the shorter pulse and
arrower spectrum due to the small beam.
he fine structure induced by the mask in the trace is too
ne and again violates the uncertainty principle. The al-
orithm therefore could not reproduce it and so ignored it,
ielding a very good measurement, despite seemingly de-
ilitating spatial structure in the beam.

. Extension to a Thick Nonlinear Crystal
he above analysis assumed a thin SHG crystal, which
ill be valid in SHG FROG devices built using Fresnel bi-
risms, bimirrors, or other optics that split the beam in
alf spatially. Such devices are common, and they are
sed for all pulse-length ranges, and especially for sub-
0-fs pulses and pulses longer than a few picoseconds, for
hich the thick-crystal spectrometer is either too disper-

ive in time or not dispersive enough in angle. For com-
only used GRENOUILLE devices, which incorporate a

everal-millimeter-thick crystal for spectral resolution,
here is another effect that further reduces the effect of
he spatial mask. As the pulses cross and propagate
hrough the thick medium, they slide across each other
see Fig. 18). To understand this, consider a very thick
rystal. When the pulses first meet (usually before the
rystal entrance face but possibly even at it), the left edge

ig. 15. Left, fine-structured input-beam profile. Right, inten-
ity mask for the fine-structured beam spatial profile.

ig. 16. Left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace for the chirped
ulse (of Figs. 13 and 14) due to the nonuniform spatial profile of
he input beam shown in Fig. 15. Right, retrieved trace for the
hirped pulse from the spatial-profile-distorted GRENOUILLE
race.

ig. 17. Exact intensity and phase and retrieved intensity and
hase of the chirped pulse from the trace distorted by the fine-
tructured input beam (shown in Fig. 15). On the left are the
pectral intensity and phase; on the right are the temporal inten-
ity and phase. Note that the algorithm sees through the unre-
listic (uncertainty-principle-violating) structure in the trace and
nds almost precisely the correct pulse.
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f one pulse just touches the right edge of the other. As
hey propagate through the crystal and exit from it, the
verlap regions will slide along each beam until finally
he pulses cease to overlap in space, at which point the
ight edge of the one pulse will overlap the left edge of the
ther. The effect of this is to smear out the distortions due
o spatial structure in the input beams, further improving
he resulting trace, despite possible beam spatial struc-
ure.

To model this effect, we simply integrate across the
eam profiles for the range of positions that will see such
verlap due to the thicker crystal. The mask then be-
omes

M�x,y� =�
−L/2

L/2

I�x − L� − z sin �,− y�

�I�x + L� + z sin �,− y�dz.

e see that this effect is a convolution of the spatial pro-
le with itself over the region of the beam for which such
liding occurs. The fraction of the beam over which this
onvolution occurs, that is, the fraction of the beam that is
veraged in the above integral, is L sin��� /d, where d is
he beam diameter at the SHG crystal ��1 cm�, � is �10°,
nd L is the crystal thickness �3.5 mm�. For the commer-
ial GRENOUILLE that we used for these studies, the
raction of the beam over which this convolution occurs is

ig. 19. Left, fine-structured input-beam profile used in our
imulation. Right, overall intensity mask for a thin crystal (not
ncluding the convolution effect).

ig. 18. Beam geometry showing the two crossed beams at
hree distinct times as they propagate through the nonlinear me-
ium. Note that the signal beam propagates along the bisector of
he input beam angle. Also, along the dashed line (and all other
ines parallel to it), the same relative beam delay occurs for the
ntire length of the medium. Thus, no geometrical smearing-type
istortion is present; the signal pulse shown reveals the resulting
accurate) width of the trace. For our purposes, however, note
hat, spatially, the two pulses slide across each other as they
ropagate through the medium. This has the effect of smearing
ut any distortions due to any spatial structure in the input
eam. (Figure and part of the caption reprinted with permission
rom [1].)
10%, which is significant. So this longitudinal smearing
f the spatial profile could easily smear out large spikes in
he beam in many cases, especially if there are many of
hem.

Thus if the crystal is thick enough, even a very complex
patial profile could yield accurate results due to the com-
ination of the algorithm’s ability to unrealistically struc-
ure in the trace and the convolution effect to suppress it
n the first place. For example, consider the fine-
tructured beam profile shown in Fig. 19, which also
hows the corresponding intensity mask—not including
he convolution effect. Under this mask, a GRENOUILLE
race for a relatively complex pulse will be modified as
hown in Fig. 20. Even though the FROG error for the
istorted 128�128 trace was large (2.12%), the retrieved
ntensity and phase converged to a very reasonable pulse,
s shown in Fig. 21. However, looking at the trace, it is
lear that noise could easily affect the retrieval, and im-
roved trace quality would be desired in practice.
If, however, we include the convolution effect due to the

hick crystal in GRENOUILLE, the corresponding inten-
ity mask is shown in Fig. 22. Note that the intensity fluc-
uations in this mask are less than those of the mask in
ig. 19.

ig. 20. Top, exact GRENOUILLE trace for a double-chirped
ulse. Bottom left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace due to the non-
niform spatial profile of the input beam (shown in Fig. 15). Bot-
om right, retrieved trace for the double-chirped pulse from the
patial-profile-distorted GRENOUILLE trace.

ig. 21. Retrieved intensity and phase of a double-chirped pulse
ith the spatial mask and without the spatial mask for compari-

on. On the left are the spectral intensity and phase; on the right
re the temporal intensity and phase. Note that, despite the se-
ere complex structure in the beam and its corresponding spatial
ask, very good results were obtained, mainly due to the algo-

ithm seeing through the unrealistic structure of the trace in-
uced by the mask.
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Under this mask, a GRENOUILLE trace will be modi-
ed as shown in Fig. 23. Even though the FROG error for
he 128�128 traces is still large (1.85%), it is less than
hat for the previous case without the thick crystal and its
orresponding convolution, and the retrieved intensity
nd phase converged to reasonable results, shown in Fig.
4. This trace will in practice be much less susceptible to
he deleterious effects of noise.

. EXPERIMENT
e tested the above analysis using a commercial GRE-
OUILLE (Swamp Optics, Model 8-50). A KM Labs Ti-

sapphire oscillator provided a stable train of �130 fs
ulses. We then measured the pulse train twice, once with
beam-magnifying ��2� telescope in the beam and again
ith the telescope reversed to yield a beam-reducing tele-

cope ��0.5�. Because the GRENOUILLE incorporates an
nternal �6 telescope, the beam-expanded large beam
asily spanned the required delay and spectral ranges of
he device with an effectively uniform intensity. But the
eam-reduced small beam was too small to span the re-
uired delay range and the required spectral range. The
mall-beam case was in some sense a worst-case scenario
ecause reducing the beam any further yielded
iffraction-induced beam expansion inside the device (be-
ore the telescope), effectively increasing the beam diam-
ter at the crystal.

We found it difficult to see these effects using un-
hirped �130 fs long, 7.7 nm bandwidth pulses directly

Fig. 22. Overall intensity mask for a thick crystal.

ig. 23. Left, distorted GRENOUILLE trace for the double-
hirped pulse due to the nonuniform spatial profile of the input
eam (shown in Fig. 15) now including the thick-medium convo-
ution effect. Right, retrieved trace for the chirped pulse from the
patial-profile-distorted-and-convolved GRENOUILLE trace.
rom our laser, so we stretched (chirped) the pulse to
05 fs in length. The crystal was 4 mm wide, and the
eam crossing angle was 4.5°. The desired delay range
cross the crystal was at least 600 fs. We measured the
patial profile of the beam using the spatial profile cam-
ra of the GRENOUILLE, yielding the spatial mask (for
he smaller beam) shown in Fig. 25. Although the crystal
as 3.5 mm thick, the beam was fairly smooth, and the

hick-crystal convolution yielded a negligible effect on the
ask. Using the larger of the two beams, the beam size at

he crystal was 18 mm. The beam size using the smaller
eam was one fourth this amount, or 4.5 mm. Because the
elay across the crystal was 264 fs/mm, the small beam
ntroduces some distortion into the trace, as shown in Fig.
6. In the y direction, the phase-matching wavelength
aried with angle at the rate of 27 nm/deg. The large
eam size yielded a full divergence angle of 3.4°, so it also
ielded an available spectral range of 93 nm, considerably
reater than the bandwidth of our pulse. However, the
maller beam yielded an available spectral range of only
ne fourth as much, and so it provided slight cropping of
he trace in the spectral direction (see Fig. 26). The cor-
ected results are shown in Fig. 27. After the correction,
he measured bandwidth increased to 7.4 nm, and the
ulse duration increased to 207 fs for the small beam,
hich compares well with the bandwidth, 7.7 nm, and
ulse length, 205 fs, measured using the large beam.

. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
e find that, especially in GRENOUILLE, there are sev-

ral ameliorating aspects to the spatial-profile effect that
inimize its detrimental effects in single-shot pulse mea-

urement. First, a usually increasing function of space
rom one beam crosses a generally decreasing function of
pace from the other. This generally results in a nearly
onstant contribution to the spatial mask for typical

ig. 24. Retrieved intensity and phase of the double-chirped
ulse with the spatial mask and without the spatial mask for
omparison. On the left are the spectral intensity and phase; on
he right are the temporal intensity and phase.

ig. 25. Left, measured spatial mask. Right, the FROG trace for
ur measurements when using the smaller beam. Note that the
pectral range is sufficient to correctly measure the trace, but the
emporal range is not.
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mooth beam profiles. Second, the autoconvolution that
ccurs due to the thick crystal in GRENOUILLE further
mears out the mask, especially if the beam has fine
tructure or hot spots. In addition, another effect that also
cts to hide the spatial-profile effect is the massive over-
etermination of the pulse intensity and phase by the
easured FROG trace. Any systematic error due to the

patial-profile (or other) effect in a trace with significant
tructure due to an interesting pulse shape, such as that
ue to a double pulse, cannot correspond to a real pulse
nd so is generally ignored by the FROG algorithm. The
esult is that such systematic error does not affect the
ulse as much as one might think.
Thus, especially if the crystal is thick, even a very com-

lex spatial profile will likely still yield accurate results.
ndeed, we found it difficult to observe the effect at all in
he laboratory, and our experience with numerous such
evices previously is that the effect is indeed rare. Even
xtremely complex beams from amplifier systems usually
ield accurate measurements due to the convolution and
esulting smearing out of hot spots in the beam.

ig. 26. Left, measured spectrum and spectral phase using the
arge and small beams. Right, measured intensity and phase ver-
us time using the large and small beams. Note the slightly
horter pulse and narrower spectrum due to the small beam.

ig. 27. Large-beam results and corrected small-beam results
sing the spatial mask. Note the improved agreement between

he two measurements.
Of course, pulses with extremely complex spatial pro-
les are likely to have different intensities and phases
ersus time across their complex spatial profile and so
hould not be measured using any technique that as-
umes a single intensity and phase, independent of posi-
ion, despite the several ameliorating circumstances that
e have seen occur in GRENOUILLE.
The only case in which the spatial profile effect is likely

o cause problems is that of a pulse with a FROG trace
hat is very broad in both time and frequency (e.g., a
ighly linearly chirped smooth-intensity pulse) with a
eam that has broad and large variations over its spatial
rofile, such as a pure TEMnm, where n and m are small
umbers, as in our first simulated example. And even in
hat case, it should be possible to correct for the variation
y simple division by the mask. Of course, zeroes in the
patial intensity cannot be corrected, but the convolution
ue to GRENOUILLE’s thick crystal can fill in the zeroes
nd even overcome this problem.
Keeping these effects in mind should allow the use of

hese methods in a wider range of applications and will
urther improve their accuracy.
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